Your mission, should you choose to accept it...
Enable the people you serve to create a virtual presence,
that will live on long after they are gone,
memorializing their life story,
sharing their wisdom and advice,
and being present for the people they love most,
well beyond the unfair limits of this lifetime...
All while raising funds that are critical to your cause!

The EverPresent Affinity Partnership Program
SERIOUS FUNDRAISING MADE EASY
Imagine raising significant funds for your cause, by simply bringing the
people you serve to a product that will drastically improve their lives, and
the lives of their loved ones. With EverPresent it's really that simple:
Become an Affinity Partner for FREE
Tell your people about this amazing system
Receive a $50 donation for every person that joins
There's no limit to the funds you can receive. The fundraiser can run
forever. And you'll be dramatically improving lives along the way!

WE'LL DO ALL THE HEAVY LIFTING
Our Marketing Team will...
Create/host your fundraising website
Produce your customized promotional video
Build your fundraising campaign schedule
To help drive fundraising efforts we can...
Appear at your public events
Write all communications and marketing copy
Draft social media posts...etc, etc, etc.

Ease Suffering

Enhance Healing

Ensure Legacy

IMMEASURABLE LIFE IMPROVEMENT
Your members will enjoy the peace of mind of knowing that
they are not only better prepared for an uncertain future, but
that they will be here for the people they love, well beyond
the limits of this lifetime.
This does NOT mean that they are giving up! In fact, studies
conducted by Stanford University in its Letters Project
indicate that creating messages for your loved ones to
experience after you pass away can actually:
Improve responsiveness to treatments
Ease suffering
Reduce fear
Improve quality of life

UNLIMITED FUNDRAISING
Every time someone joins EverPresent through the portal
we create for you, we'll donate $50 directly to your
organization. There is no limit to how much you can earn
for your cause, and we can run your fundraising campaign
indefinitely.
All memberships last a lifetime and are available for a low,
one-time fee.
Oh yeah...and all your members will get 25% our
memberships just for affiliating with your group

GET STARTED TODAY!
Contact Chad Johansen - VP of Affinity Partnerships
cjohansen@redefinepresence.com
Health Care
(408)Professional
675-2959
Provider in Quarkwood

